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 Emergency methods for CPR, choking, bleeding, trauma, poisoning and also nonemergency
topics related to pet treatment are protected.An up-to-date, inexpensive, authoritative
reference covering crisis care for dogs within a volume.
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A Must for just about any Dog Owner This book is a must for any dog owner. I also bought this
for my classes, but experience everyone who lives with canines should have one. The
information is up-to-date and relevant and employs modern first aid techniques akin to human
medical and CPR. It appears fresh. The pictures used throughout the reserve and video on the
DVD clearly illustrate the proper procedures to follow. Although not intended as an alternative
for veterinary care, this book will make the difference between life and loss of life for your dog
within an crisis and I highly recommend it for anybody who comes into contact with dogs
regularly. The descriptions are poorly written and lacking important info. I did so a pet CPR
program and this is the book they referred to.. Hope to never need it. Four Stars the book
came in excellent, as advertised, condition.. Therefore happy I came across it here on Amazon.
but it has covered every kind of situation you might find your pet in.. Better Prepared Very
informative. Since I own two dogs this comes into play very handy. Despite the fact that I treat
my canines like children, applying medical has shown to be a whole lot different than a child.
Great need to know ideas about your animals that I never thought of. Read this book to
greatly help protect your purchase towards a unlimited supply of unconditional love from your
pet Red Cross First Aid For Dogs Publication and DVD This is an excellent book and DVD for
Doggie parents. It is the same reserve set provided at the Crimson Cross Pet MEDICAL class
and is the same DVD used in the class. Informative Informative book but NO DVD as stated in
the description. Some of the books are more interesting than others but all consist of valuable
information. I actually haven't played the Dvd movie yet but it should work fine. Just a general
first aid guide, no specifics at .. Excellent! Just a general first aid guide, simply no specifics at
all. It is possible to learn more in about an hour of internet searching. Five Stars Good to have
readily available First Help for you dog Purchased for medical kit. It has a lot of great info and
treatment details. My dog is as essential as any relative.. and It came rapidly Poorly written This
book is lacking. Important book to have Great to have readily available in the event. I am
purchasing this book for gifts for close friends aswell. It looks new Took a time to get here
nonetheless it was exactly as defined. I haven't performed the DVD yet but it should work good.
The chapters are well-organized and cover everything from gentle abrasions to poisoning. I
am taking Small Pet Massage therapy, Acupressure and Tellington T Contact.
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